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A plasma created by a  magnetron source belongs to the family of charged coupled plasma, 
when d.c. voltage is used, with the specificity brought by the magnets placed under the cathode.  
The place of the magnets is such that the magnetic lines cross the cathode and come back to it in a 
closed path, as seen on the figure 1. The strong magnetic field created by these magnets (usually 
of the order of  Tesla) forces the secondary electrons emitted by the cathode, under the impact of 
ions and fast neutrals, to move along the magnetic field lines. These lines thus form a trap for 
those electrons increasing their effective collision frequency. This design allows to use lower 
voltage (typically a few hundred of volts) and much lower pressure (typically around 1 Pa – less 
than 10 mtorr) than in usual CCP glow discharges. 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic of a magnetron source, showing the place of the magnet under the target and the 

magnetic field lines along which the electrons are forced to move. This is a typical design 
which allows the confinement of electrons nearby the cathode 

 
These sources are today widely used for deposition of thin films. The cathode, called the 

target, is then made by the materials to be deposited and the substrate of interest stands in front of 
it, few cm or tens of cm far away. 

 
We have developed a 3D simulation based on the Monte Carlo technique to follow the 

emitted secondary electrons in front of the cathode and throughout the plasma. The chemistry of 
the plasma is obtained through the simulation of the collisions encountered by the electrons until 
they are lost on the walls. The magnetic field has been simulated in 3D and then measured 
experimentally. The simulation is done in a reactive environment of argon and oxygen. The main 
assumption up to now is a fixed electric field throughout the whole simulation, obtained from a 
particle-in-cell code, developed earlier in the group [1]. The geometry presented here is a unique 
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magnetron cylindrical planar source, although the goal of the project is to implement soon a 
flexible geometry allowing complex deposition with two magnetron sources working together. 
Within this project, the balance equations for every particle and another Monte Carlo module for 
heavy particles will be developed in order to obtain the energy and angular distribution functions 
for heavy particles and their fluxes towards the substrate. 

 
The Monte Carlo technique is based on random numbers which allow to simulate a limited 

number of electrons (depending on the conditions, tens or hundred thousands) by gathering 
information when the simulation is converged for a statistic analysis of the plasma. The great 
advantage of this technique compared to a PIC code is the much lower time-consumption for 
calculation. Moreover, the advantage compared to a fluid model is that no assumption has to be 
made on the behaviour of electrons. Indeed the latter do not follow a Maxwellian energy 
distribution and cannot be approximated to a fluid without severe assumptions, at such low 
pressure and in such a configuration. 

 
Here we follow, during successive time steps and in 3D, the electrons accelerated and 

moved by the Lorentz force, created by the static electromagnetic field: 

( )LF q E v B= + ×  

 
This simulation allows to obtain the electron velocity distribution function and the 

ionization and excitation rates. These results will be compared with experiments carried out with a 
Langmuir probe under the same conditions. They will also be compared with those obtained by 
the PIC-MC code previously mentioned. 
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